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Abstract
According to the existing research, the fault section location and fault location of passive distribution network and active distribution network are reviewed. Among them, fault location of passive distribution network mainly
introduces fault segment location based on transient state and steady state
quantity and fault location based on transient quantity. The active distribution network mainly introduces the fault segment location based on the current amount and the switching capacity based on the distribution network
topology. On this basis, the difficulties of fault location in the distribution
network at present are analyzed, and the future development is prospected.
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1. Introduction
With the increasing demand for electrical energy in people’s daily production
and life, the density of distribution networks is also increasing. When the distribution network fails, the accurate fault location of the distribution network is the
premise for realizing the rapid and effective removal of the distribution network
fault and restoring the power supply. This plays an important role in ensuring
the power quality of the user and improving the system reliability [1].
The automatic fault location of distribution network is divided into fault line
selection, fault section location and fault location according to the requirements
and objectives of fault location. The characteristics of the implementation difficulty are gradually increased. For a long time, scholars at home and abroad
(such as: Song Guobing, Zhang Wei, etc.) have carried out a large number of
theoretical and experimental studies in these three aspects, among which the reDOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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sults in fault line selection are quite abundant, and a large number of industrial
products have been applied to the field, but in the fault section positioning and
failure Research on ranging still faces many problems, and a lot of theoretical
and practical research is needed. Based on the existing research results, this paper comprehensively discusses the fault interval location and fault location from
the passive distribution network and the active distribution network, and analyzes the difficulties in various aspects, and gives the basis of suggestions and
prospects for future development.

2. Passive Distribution Network Fault Location
Most of China’s medium voltage distribution network is a small current grounding system. Single-phase ground fault is the main type of fault in the distribution network, accounting for a large proportion of total line faults. Safe and reliable operation has an important impact [2]-[7]. This section mainly discusses
the single-phase grounding fault of the small current grounding system in the
passive power distribution network. It mainly introduces the fault segment location based on transient state and steady state quantity and the fault location
based on transient quantity. The fault segment location based on the transient
electrical quantity mainly utilizes the direction measurement information of the
electrical characteristics of the current and voltage quantities of each measurement point of the line and the obtained waveform similarity, energy relative entropy or line transient center of gravity frequency and other information. To determine the fault section; the fault section location based on the steady state
electrical quantity mainly uses the current and voltage information of each
measurement point, the correlation coefficient of the structure is used to realize
the fault section positioning; the fault traveling wave distance measurement
based on the transient quantity Mainly utilize the traveling wave characteristics
generated when the line is faulty, and realize the traveling wave distance measurement of the fault according to the ranging algorithm.

2.1. Fault Segment Location Based on Transients
The fault segment location method based on transient components mainly uses
fault transient fault component information to construct new physical quantities
and obtain relative energy entropy to identify fault segments. In [8], a unified
objective function is constructed based on the fundamental zero-sequence current fault direction measure and the transient phase current fault direction
measure information, and the objective function is used to find the optimal solution to realize the single-phase ground fault zone of the neutral point ungrounded
distribution network. Segment positioning, in the algorithm [8] using the optimization solution thinking, improve the fault tolerance of the algorithm.
In [9], the fault direction parameter D is constructed by multiplying the transient line voltage and the transient zero mode current after the Hilbert transform, and the fault section is judged by comparing the positive and negative
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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characteristics of the fault direction parameters uploaded by each detection
point. In the case of single-phase ground fault, when the first D > 0 occurs, the
line segment between the detection point and the previous detection point is the
fault section; if the fault direction parameter D < 0 is obtained by all the detection points, the line end is faulty.
In [10], the S-transform of the transient fault component of the transient zero-mode current is firstly performed, and then the fault characteristic frequency
is determined according to the energy and the maximum principle, and then the
relative entropy of the transient zero-mode current energy of any two adjacent
detection points at the characteristic frequency is obtained. In the end, the multi-combination method is used to compare the obtained entropy values to identify the faulty segment; in [11], based on the analysis of the relationship between
the upstream and downstream zero-sequence current transient spectrum of the
fault point, according to the zero-sequence current of the line on both sides of
the fault point The characteristics of different center-of-gravity frequencies are
proposed to realize the fault segment location by using the line transient center-of-gravity frequency and the line center-of-gravity frequency amplitude information. In order to improve the accuracy of fault section location, literature
[11] adopts k-means clustering algorithm to perform clustering analysis on the
transient barycenter frequency of each section, so as to reduce the error of line
frequency extraction in the process of fast Fourier transform.
For the characteristics of the transient zero-sequence current similarity at
both ends of the healthy segment and the transient zero-sequence current difference between the two ends of the fault segment, the similarity between the
transient zero-mode currents on both sides of the segment is used in [12]. Judging the fault zone, but using the transient current similarity relationship location
method to locate the blind zone, the literature [13] for the literature [12] positioning blind zone problem, the transient current similarity and polarity relationship between the upstream and downstream of the integrated section, proposed The fault section is identified by the transient zero-mode current correlation coefficient obtained by synthesizing the transient zero-mode current and
the power-frequency zero-sequence current correlation coefficient between adjacent detection points of the line. In [14], a fault segment localization method
based on zero-sequence current generalized S-transform energy relative entropy
is proposed. The fault zone is identified by the relative entropy sum of the energy of any two adjacent detection points.

2.2. Fault Segment Location Based on Steady State Quantity
Reference [15] uses the correlation coefficient between the fault phase and the
non-fault phase current abrupt waveform to realize the location of the fault section of the line, but it is necessary to ensure the synchronization of the data of
each phase, and the adjustment of the correlation coefficient is susceptible to the
operation mode of the distribution network. In order to overcome the above
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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shortcomings, the literature [16] realizes the single-phase ground fault section
location of the distribution network by calculating the correlation coefficient
between the phase current sudden change and the phase voltage sudden change
derivative of each section of the distribution network line in a specific frequency
band. When the correlation coefficient is negative, it can be determined that the
segment is before the fault point, and the segment having the negative correlation coefficient farthest from the busbar is the fault segment. When the correlation coefficient is positive, it is determined to be a bus fault. In [17], based on the
analysis of the line branch fault at the outlet end of the substation, the branch
fault of the non-output line, and the zero-sequence current characteristics before
and after the fault point, the zero-sequence current sudden change is proposed for
the single-phase ground fault of the resonant grounding distribution network.
Identify the line fault section. When the zero-sequence current before and after the
arc-suppression coil parameter change is converted to the same voltage condition,
the line with the zero-sequence current sudden change amount ∆I ≠ 0 is the
i

fault line; When the zero sequence current sudden change of all lines is
∆Ii =
0 , it is determined as the bus line fault. In the faulty line, the section
with the largest zero-sequence current ∆I mutation is the fault section.
i

2.3. Transient-Based Fault Traveling Wave Ranging
In [18], the single-phase ground fault charging and discharging transient characteristics of the resonant grounding system are introduced into the distribution network fault location, and the discharge transient frequency range is
judged according to the line fault charging transient frequency characteristic,
which is integrated in the ranging algorithm. The fault distance is calculated by
the characteristics of the line fault charging transient frequency and the fault
discharge transient frequency, so as to achieve accurate positioning of the fault
point of the distribution network. Compared In [19], the fault signal is analyzed
by the combination of frequency domain analysis and time domain analysis, so
as to determine the arrival time of the reflected wave head of the opposite side
of the fault line, and then use the time difference between the initial wave head
and the opposite side bus reflection head to achieve accurate fault location. In
[20], the peer equivalent impedance is estimated online, and the fault section
method is derived from the single-ended power frequency segment by segment. The fault point position d and the fault distance interval D are initially
determined, and the traveling wave propagation law in the interval is used. The
method of accurately constructing the fault point precise positioning method,
the connection point fault identification criterion and the fault section criterion
is to realize the single-ended traveling wave fault location of the hybrid transmission line.

3. Active Distribution Network Fault Location
Distributed generation is a small-scale power generation system with a capacity
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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of less than 50 MW and is installed on the user side and compatible with the environment. Compared with traditional centralized power generation technology,
distributed generation technology is clean, efficient, environmentally friendly,
energy diversified, and in line with national sustainable development. Many advantages of strategy [21] [22] [23]. With the continuous maturity of small-scale
power generation technologies that utilize new energy sources, a large number of
distributed power sources are connected to the distribution network, turning the
traditional distribution network from a passive network into an active network.
For multi-source networks with complex DG fault characteristics, the selectivity
of protection is difficult to satisfy only by relying on single-ended information,
which brings new challenges to fault location of distribution networks. This section mainly introduces the fault segment location method based on the current
amount and the switching capacity based on the distribution network topology
in the active distribution network. Among them, the fault segment localization
method based on the field device collecting information is to use the voltage and
current information collected by each measuring point to obtain the electric
quantity such as the similarity of the voltage and current waveform, the current
amplitude ratio on both sides of the section, and the sudden change of the current phase angle are obtained to realize the positioning of the fault section. Fault
section positioning based on distribution network topology is to use the distribution network topology, current and voltage measurement and various algorithms to determine the fault section.

3.1. Fault Segment Location Based on Field Device Acquisition
Information
In [24], by analyzing the adaptability of existing distributed fault processing
techniques to small current ground faults, a transient current equivalent circuit
for small current ground faults suitable for distributed fault location is established. The transient zero sequence is used in [13]. On the basis of the similarity
of the current waveform, the faulty section of the small current ground fault is
realized by combining the effective value of the transient current of each section
and the ratio of the transient zero sequence current peak on each side of the section to the power frequency zero sequence current amplitude.
Due to the randomness of the distributed power supply in the distribution
network, the traditional method of identifying the fault section based on the
current amplitude information is no longer applicable. By studying the current
phase angle transformation before and after the fault, the current phase angle
difference is proposed. Source distribution network fault section identification
method [25] [26] [27]. In [25], the line fault section is judged by comparing the
sudden change of the phase sequence current phase angle between the detection
points on both sides of the same section. When the phase-sequence sudden
change of the zero-sequence current phase angle of the detection points on both
sides of the section is the same, it is determined as an out-of-zone fault; when
the phase-synchronization of the zero-sequence current phase angle on both
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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sides of the section is opposite, it is determined as an area fault.
In [26], the fault zone is identified by the phase angle difference of the phase
currents of the detection points on both sides of each section of the distribution
network. When the absolute value of the current phase angle difference in a section of the line in consecutive N sampling points is greater than the set threshold

σ , it is determined that the section is faulty. According to the phase phase difference of the phase current of the fault, the single-phase ground short-circuit
fault and the three-phase short-circuit fault can be identified. On this basis, the
literature [26] defines the node zero-sequence current I0 , and uses the node
zero-sequence current to the two sections in the section. The phase failure type
is further identified. If the zero-sequence current effective values at nodes p
and q at both ends of the fault section are I 0p and I q0 , respectively, the decision threshold is I th . When there is I 0p > I th or I q0 > I th , the fault inside the
section is a two-phase ground fault; Otherwise, the fault inside the zone is a
two-phase phase-to-phase short circuit fault. In [27], according to the three-phase
current information collected at each measuring point of the distribution network, the Clark α and β mode currents are obtained by Clark transform, and
then the α and β mode current phase angles of each detection point are obtained
by FFT transformation. The current phase angle difference between the Clarke α
and β modes on both sides identifies the fault section. When the absolute values
of the α, β mode current phase angle difference of the detection points on both
sides of a section of the low voltage active distribution network are less than the
set threshold σ , it is determined that the section has not failed. When any one
of the Clark’s α and β mode current phase angle differences in a section of the
low-voltage active distribution network is greater than σ , it is determined that
the section is faulty.
In [28], under the condition that the short-circuit fault current provided by
the distributed power supply is lower than 70% of the short-circuit fault current
provided by the system power supply, the ratio of the fault current amplitudes
flowing through the upstream and downstream measuring points of each line
section of the distribution network is calculated. To determine the fault zone.
When ρ ≤ γ ( γ ∈ ( 0.8, 0.9 ) ) , the segment is a faulty segment. However, the literature [28] is a positioning method discussed under the condition of limiting the
capacity of distributed power supply to the distribution network. When the distributed power supply grid-connected conditions are relaxed, the fault segment
location method is no longer reliable. In [29], under the specified DG permeability and inverter output current limit, the new longitudinal protection criterion
is established by using the amplitude ratio ρ of the fault current on both sides
of the line and the equivalent measured impedance outside the protection line.
Determine the line area/internal and external faults. The relative operating current is less than the braking current when the fault occurs outside the zone or
under normal conditions. When the fault occurs in the zone, the relative operating current is greater than the braking current.
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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3.2. Fault Segment Location Based on Distribution Network
Topology
The distributed power supply is introduced into the distribution network, which
makes the distribution network become a complex network with multiple power
supply radiation. The switch function is constructed according to the topology
of the distribution network, and different intelligent algorithms are combined to
obtain the optimal fault section. Solution to achieve the positioning of the faulty
section. In [30], for the problem of premature convergence of genetic algorithm,
a multi-group genetic algorithm is introduced to collaborative search of group
space, which avoids the algorithm falling into local optimum, and the optimal
individual maintains algebra as the convergence condition, which fully improves
the convergence efficiency. The simulation results show that the algorithm can
locate fault segments accurately and has certain effectiveness and fault tolerance.
In [31], by introducing a differential evolution algorithm into the bat algorithm,
the bat algorithm lacking the mutation mechanism has the mutation, intersection and selection mechanism in the differential evolution algorithm, which improves the convergence accuracy, speed and diversity of the algorithm and
avoids the population. It falls into local optimum and enhances the global optimization ability of the algorithm. In [32], the two-population evolution strategy
and the information exchange mechanism are used to realize the mixture of particle swarm optimization and differential evolution algorithm. The mathematical
model is solved by binary hybrid algorithm, which reduces the phenomenon of
“premature convergence” in the process of fault location. The probability of improving the accuracy of fault location.

4. Difficulties and Recommendations of Research
According to the simulation results of the fault location method in the above
distribution network literature, various positioning strategies of the faulty section of the passive distribution network can better locate the fault, but there are
also many shortcomings in the signal. Extraction accuracy, related threshold settings, special fault points, and fault tolerance of the algorithm are still to be studied and improved in combination with practice.
Through the analysis of the above documents and the review of relevant data,
the difficulties in fault location of passive distribution networks are: identification of fault characteristics information by field devices, applicability of fault location algorithms to complex power distribution networks, and fault information uploaded by field devices. The impact of information distortion on positioning accuracy is reflected in the weak distribution of fault characteristics of
the distribution network, the interference of uncertain factors and the increasingly complex and large distribution network. Combined with the above situation, based on the existing research results, this paper believes that reference
should be made to the fault line selection technology and the theoretical research
of other literatures. In the collection of fault feature information, it is more obDOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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vious to collect the fault characteristics of the steady state electrical quantity
through the field device. State electric quantity, obtain the characteristics of relatively prominent faults, and apply it to the research of fault location theory; for
the distribution network of complex network structure, through the integration
of various intelligent algorithms in the distribution network topology and characteristic electric quantity information Or matrix method, comprehensively
combine the advantages of various methods and make full use of the relevant
electrical quantity of the distribution network and the topology structure of the
distribution network to characterize the fault characteristics, improve the fault
location algorithm, solve the impact of the fault information of the fault information uploading, and improve the fault. The fault tolerance of the positioning
algorithm makes fault location faster and more accurate.
However, in the fault location of the distribution network with distributed
power supply, due to the integration of the distributed power supply, the traditional passive power distribution network becomes an active power distribution
network, and the current direction in the distribution network is no longer
unique. Moreover, the distributed power supply in the distribution network is
often random, and the change of its fault characteristics brings great challenges
to the coordination and cooperation of relay protection, which leads to the original distribution network fault location method is no longer applicable. Moreover, the location, capacity, and integration of different types of distributed power
sources into the distribution network have different effects on distribution network fault location, which makes fault location more difficult. Combined with
the existing research results, this paper believes that based on the real-time information in the distribution network, with the distribution network topology
and the current direction measurement of each measurement point, combined
with the advantages of various intelligent algorithms, the implementation of the
distribution network site information and the main Station interactive fault
real-time positioning strategy.

5. Research Conclusions and Prospects
From the research results of distribution network fault location, the research on
fault line selection technology is the most mature. A large number of fault line
selection methods have been applied to the field, but the sensitivity and reliability of its line selection are applied in actual field. In the fault section ranging,
domestic and foreign scholars have carried out a lot of research, and obtained
many good fault segment positioning results, and some products are applied to
the site, but the fault feature information is extracted, not determining the interference of factors, special fault points and increasingly complex and large distribution networks requires a lot of theoretical and practical research; fault location
is a forward-looking research, still in the theoretical research stage, the identification of measurement errors and pseudo roots. More requirements are required
and more extensive and in-depth research is needed on the acquisition of algoDOI: 10.4236/epe.2019.115013
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rithms and signals.
With the introduction of the national new energy strategy, distributed generation technology has developed rapidly under this strategy due to its clean, environmentally friendly and diversified and renewable energy generation technologies. When a large number of distributed power sources are integrated into the
distribution network, it also brings new problems and challenges to the distribution network fault location technology. This requires researching new fault location technology for active distribution networks to achieve active distribution.
The fault location of the power grid provides guarantee for the safe and reliable
operation of the active distribution network.
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